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Abstract

Disk type underwater gliders are a new type of underwater gliders and they could glide in various directions by adjusting the internal
structures, making a turnaround like conventional gliders unnecessary. This characteristic of disk type underwater gliders makes them have great
potential application in virtual mooring. Considering dynamic models of conventional underwater gliders could not adequately satisfy the motion
characteristic of disk type underwater gliders, a nonlinear dynamic model for the motion simulation of disk type underwater glider is developed
in this paper. In the model, the effect of internal masses movement is taken into consideration and a viscous hydrodynamic calculation method
satisfying the motion characteristic of disk type underwater gliders is proposed. Through simulating typical motions of a disk type underwater
glider, the feasibility of the dynamic model is validated and the disk type underwater glider shows good maneuverability.
Copyright © 2017 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Underwater gliders are a type of autonomous underwater
vehicle that are driven by changing their buoyancy and posi-
tion of mass center. They are characterized by low energy
consumption, low cost and long range. Nowadays, several
commercial gliders have been broadly applied in physical and
biological oceanography, such as the Slocum (Webb et al.,
2001), the Spray (Sherman et al., 2001) and the Seaglider
(Eriksen et al., 2001).

Considering the role played by underwater gliders in ocean
observation, much theoretical and experimental work has been
carried out to promote the progress of underwater glider
design technology. In Graver (2005) and Wang and Wang
(2009), dynamic models of underwater gliders were estab-
lished and the motion of gliders were simulated. In Leonard

and Graver (2001), Bhatta and Leonard (2008) and Fan and
Woolsey (2013), the nonlinear gliding stability and how to
design stabilizing control laws for gliders were discussed.
Mahmoudian et al. (2010) applied the perturbation theory to
derive an approximate analytical solution for steady spiraling
motion. The steady spiraling motion was also analyzed by
Zhang et al. (2011, 2013) and a fast solution method for the
steady spiraling motion was produced. To improve the
maneuverability of gliders, the idea that placing propellers at
the stern of original gliders has attracted many researches
(Wang et al., 2011; Isa et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016).

Breaking the shape of traditional underwater gliders, un-
derwater gliders have entered into a diversified development
stage. Zhang et al. (2012, 2014) designed a gliding robotic fish
combining gliding and fin-actuation mechanisms. This Gliding
robotic fish is essentially a hybrid of underwater gliders and
robotic fish which is energy efficient and highly maneuver-
able. And it has been applied in the autonomous sampling of
water columns in the Wintergreen Lake, Michigan (Zhang
et al., 2016). Referring to air vehicles of circular plan-form,
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Niewiadomska et al. (2003) designed a mobile and bottom-
resting autonomous underwater glider, whose body was
lenticular shape and a tail rudder was fixed at the end of the
body. Nakamura et al. (2007) developed a disk type glider for
virtual mooring. The concept of virtual mooring refers to the
monitoring of local waters by underwater vehicles, as if un-
derwater vehicles were mooring in local waters. When the
vehicle deviates from the target position under the external
disturbance, it should move back to the designated waters. The
shape of the disk type glider (Nakamura et al., 2007) is
axisymmetric and it does not have any appendage, such as
propellers and rudders. By adjusting the mass center of the
glider, it could glide in any directions around the disk.
Nakamura et al. (2008) further designed the full-scale disk
type glider “BOOMERANG” and the operational tests in the
field were carried out. It can be seen that when the glider needs
to change the direction of movement, the traditional under-
water glider would have to turn the body, while the disk type
glider only need to move the internal structure to change the
mass center of the glider system, which means the disk type
glider is more suitable for virtual mooring tasks.

The disk type underwater glider is a new type of under-
water gliders and it has better maneuverability than conven-
tional underwater gliders, which makes it potential in marine
exploration. A reasonable dynamic model for the disk type
underwater glider would be helpful to the prototype develop-
ment and the design of control system. However, existed dy-
namic models of conventional underwater gliders often have
such limitation that the drift angle cannot be too large, which
means they could not satisfy the motion characteristic of disk
type underwater gliders. Although the dynamic model of the
disk type underwater glider has been discussed by Nakamura
et al. (2007), the analytic method is still inadequate, such as
effects of internal masses movement is ignored and calculation
method of hydrodynamic force do not satisfy the omni-
maneuverability of the disk type underwater glider. There-
fore, the modeling and simulation of the disk type underwater
glider is still a challenge.

Taking a disk type underwater glider as an example, a
nonlinear dynamic model is derived in this paper. In the
model, the glider was treated as a multi-particle system and
the effect of internal masses movement is taken into consid-
eration. Making use of the axisymmetric characteristic of the
shape of the disk type underwater glider, a special viscous
hydrodynamic calculation method is introduced which sat-
isfies the omni-directional maneuverability of the disk type
underwater glider. Based on the dynamic model, typical mo-
tions of the disk type underwater glider (sawtooth motion in
horizontal direction, sawtooth motion in vertical direction and
omni-directional motion) are simulated.

2. Dynamic model

The appearance of a disk type underwater glider is shown
in Fig. 1 and internal structures of the glider are shown in
Fig. 2. It can be seen that the disk type glider is composed of a
rigid body (mass mrb), two moving blocks (mass mp1 and mp2),

and a variable ballast actuator (mass mb) for buoyancy
adjustment. The moving blocks can move along the circle
located in the symmetry plane of the upper and lower parts of
the glider and they are represented as moving mass particles.
The buoyancy adjustment system is represented as a variable
mass mb with fixed-position. During the analysis, the volume
of the glider Vdis is regarded to be constant. Influenced by
variable mass mb, the total vehicle mass is variable, which can
be expressed in the following equation

m¼ mrb þmp1 þmp2 þmb ð1Þ
The net weight of the glider can be described as

W ¼ mg� rgVdis ð2Þ
The change rate of the glider mass _mb is an input, affected

by the buoyancy-powered propulsion. When W is greater than
zero, the glider would tend to sink and when W is less than
zero, the glider would tend to rise. Through moving blocks p1
and p2, the position of mass center would change, thus the
adjustment of motion direction and attitude of the glider is
realized. As shown in Fig. 3, Bc and Gc are respectively
buoyancy center and mass center of the glider and two
different attitudes are described by different colors. The

rotation accelerations of two blocks d€p1 and d€p2 are the control

inputs, which are used to adjust the positions of blocks.

2.1. Kinematics

Two coordinate frames are used to describe the motion of the
disk type underwater glider. One is inertial coordinate frame and
the other is body-fixed frame. As shown in Fig. 4, the inertial

Fig. 1. Appearance of a disk type underwater glider.

Fig. 2. Internal structures of the glider.
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coordinate Eexhz is fixed at the inertial space and coordinate
axis Eez is aligned with the force due to gravity. The origin of
body frame oexyz is located at the buoyancy center of the glider.
Coordinate plane oexy coincides with the symmetry plane be-
tween the upper and lower parts of the glider.

According to the classical robotics' knowledge, the kine-
matics for the glider can be written as

_b¼ REBv; _REB ¼ REBbu ð3Þ
where b is a vector from the origin of the inertial frame to
buoyancy center of the glider, which is used to express the
position of underwater glider in the inertial frame. REB is a
rotational transformed matrix from the body frame to the in-
ertial frame. v and u are respectively the linear and angular
velocities of glider expressed in the body frame. The operator
'b$ ' maps a vector to a 3� 3 skew-symmetric matrix, which
satisfies bac ¼ a� c for vectors a and c.

Generally, the attitude of underwater gliders in inertial
coordinate frame can be described with Euler angle U (roll

angle 4, pitch angle q and yaw angle j) and the relationship
between the Euler angles rates and the angular velocity of the
glider with respect to the body frame can be expressed in the
following equation

_U¼ RUBu ð4Þ
In order to facilitate the subsequent analysis, the coordinate

of position and attitude of the glider in the inertial system and
the linear and angular velocity of the glider with respect to the
body frame are denoted as

b¼
2
4 xB
hB

zB

3
5; U¼

2
44

q

j

3
5; v¼

2
4 u
v
w

3
5; u ¼

2
4p
q
r

3
5 ð5Þ

Through the coordinate transformation, the transform ma-
trixes REB and RUB can be obtained which are determined by
Euler angle U. And transform matrixes have the property

like R�1
EB ¼ RT

EB, R�1
UB ¼ RT

UB. Using the simplified notation
c ¼ cos($), s ¼ sin($) and t ¼ tan($), REB and RBU, respec-
tively have the form of

REB ¼
2
4cqcj s4sqcj� c4sj c4sqcjþ s4sj
cqsj c4cjþ s4sqsj �s4cjþ c4sqsj
�sq s4cq c4cq

3
5; RBU

¼
2
41 0 �sq
0 c4 s4cq
0 �s4 c4cq

3
5 ð6Þ

In addition to the six degrees of freedom associated with
the glider's translation and rotation, two blocks also can move
in the body of the glider. The kinematics of the moving mass
particles with respect to the inertial space is

vpi ¼ vþu� rpi þ _rpi ði¼ 1;2Þ ð7Þ

where vpi(i¼ 1,2) are the linear velocity of two moving mass
particles with respect to the inertial frame, rpi(i¼ 1,2) are the
position of particles with respect to the body frame.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of blocks adjustment.

Fig. 4. Coordinate frames.
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In the oexy plane as shown in Fig. 5, the radius of motion
trajectory of particles is r0 and the center of the circle is
located at the origin of body frame oexyz. Considering rota-

tion accelerations of two blocks d€piði ¼ 1; 2Þ are

inputs,rpi; _rpi; r
€
pi ði ¼ 1; 2Þ should be expressed with

dpi; _dpi; d€piði ¼ 1; 2Þ.

rpi ¼
2
4 r0cosdpi
r0sindpi

0

3
5; _rpi ¼

2
4�r0 _dpisindpi

r0 _dpicosdpi
0

3
5; r€pi

¼

2
64�r0d

€
pisindpi � r0 _d

2

picosdpi

r0d
€
picosdpi � r0 _d

2

pisindpi
0

3
75 ði¼ 1;2Þ ð8Þ

where _dpiði ¼ 1; 2Þare rotation velocities of the two blocks,
d€piði ¼ 1; 2Þ are rotation accelerations of the two blocks.

2.2. Dynamics

The dynamics analysis is aimed at establishing the rela-
tionship between the motion and forces on the glider in the
body coordinate frame. According to the momentum theorem,
we know that

_p¼ GþBþ fv; _p¼ bG �Gþ b�Bþ tv ð9Þ

where p and p are respectively defined as the translational and
angular momentum of the glider in the inertial frame. G is the
gravity of the glider. B is the buoyancy of the glider. bG and b
are respectively position vectors of centers of the gravity and

Fig. 5. Position description of two moving blocks.

Fig. 6. Description of the direction coordinate frame.

Fig. 7. Flow chart for the calculation of the state change rate.
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the buoyancy in the inertial frame. fv and tv respectively
represent viscous hydrodynamic forces and moments in the
inertial frame. Note that hydrodynamic forces and moments
are constituted of viscous hydrodynamic components and in-
ertial hydrodynamic components. As inertial hydrodynamic
components are usually expressed by the added mass, added
inertia, and coupling terms which are contained in the kinetic
energy of the glider system (Graver, 2005; Wang et al., 2011),
only viscous hydrodynamic components are shown in the
momentum equations.

Define P as the expression of p in the body frame, and П as
the expression of p in the body frame, so we can get the
transformation equations

p¼ REBP; p¼ REBП þ b� p ð10Þ
Differentiating equations above with respect to time on

both sides and utilizing the kinematics expression Eq. (3), we
get the following equations

_p¼ REB

�
_P� buP�; _p ¼ REB

�
_П þ buП�þREBv� pþ b� _p

ð11Þ
Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (11) will give

_P¼ P�uþRT
EBðGþBÞ þFB; _П

¼ П �uþP� vþ rCG �RT
EBGþMB ð12Þ

where rCG is the position vector of the center of gravity in the
body frame, FB ¼ RT

EBfv represents viscous hydrodynamic
forces in the body frame, MB ¼ RT

EBtv represents viscous hy-
drodynamic moments in the body frame.

To derive expressions of P, П ; _Pand _П , we need to deter-
mine the total kinetic energy of the glider-fluid system. The
kinetic energy of the rigid body is

Trb ¼ 1

2

�
v
u

�T�
mrbI �mrbbrrb
mrbbrrb Jrb

��
v
u

�
ð13Þ

where I is the3� 3identity matrix, Jrb is the inertia matrix, rrb
is the position vector of mass center of mrb in the body frame.

The kinetic energies of the two moving particles are

Tpi ¼ 1

2

"
v
u
_rpi

#T
2
4 mpiI �mpibrpi mpiI
mpibrpi �mpibrpibrpi mpibrpi
mpiI �mpibrpi mpiI

3
5" v

u
_rpi

#
ði¼ 1;2Þ

ð14Þ
where rp1 and rp2 are position vectors of mass center of blocks
p1 and p2 in the body frame.

The kinetic energy of the buoyancy adjustment system is

Tb ¼ 1

2

�
v
u

�T�
mbI �mbbrb
mbbrb �mbbrbbrb

��
v
u

�
ð15Þ

where rb is the position vector of mass center of mb in the body
frame.

Table 1

Parameters of the disk type underwater glider.

Parameter Value

mrb 55.4 kg

Jrb11 0.87 kg m2

Jrb21 0 kg m2

Jrb31 0 kg m2

rrb1 0 m

rb1 0 m

r0 0.315 m

MA11 0.026 kg

MA21 0 kg

MA31 0 kg

CA11 0 kg m

CA21 0 kg m

CA31 0 kg m

JA11 0.036 kg m2

JA21 0 kg m2

JA31 0 kg m2

X'uu �0.034

Z'w �1.68

K'pjpj �0.142

M'qjqj �0.142

mp1 1 kg

Jrb12 0 kg m2

Jrb22 0.87 kg m2

Jrb32 0 kg m2

rrb2 0 m

rb2 0 m

D 0.9 m

MA12 0 kg

MA22 0.026 kg

MA32 0 kg

CA12 0 kg m

CA22 0 kg m

CA32 0 kg m

JA12 0 kg m2

JA22 0.036 kg m2

JA32 0 kg m2

X'ww 0.453

Z'q �0.688

M'w 0.31

N'r �1.2 � 10�3

mp2 1 kg

Jrb13 0 kg m2

Jrb23 0 kg m2

Jrb33 1.61 kg m2

rrb3 0.0048 m

rb3 0 m

r 1000 kg/m3

MA13 0 kg

MA23 0 kg

MA33 0.838 kg

CA13 0 kg m

CA23 0 kg m

CA33 0 kg m

JA13 0 kg m2

JA23 0 kg m2

JA33 5 � 10�5 kg m2

Y'r 5 � 10�4

K'p �0.11

M'q �0.11

N'rjrj �5.14 � 10�4
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When a glider accelerates in the flow, the surrounding fluid
would be affected and also accelerate with the glider. The
kinetic energy of the fluid around the glider is

Tf ¼ 1

2

�
v
u

�T�
MA CA

CT
A JA

��
v
u

�
ð16Þ

where MA is the added mass matrix, JA is the added inertia
matrix and CA represents hydrodynamic coupling between the
translational and rotational motion of the body.

Finally, we get the total kinetic energy of the glider-fluid
system T¼ Trbþ Tp1þ Tp2þ Tf, and then momenta of the
glider and moving mass particles could be calculated by the
following equations

P¼ vT

vv
; П ¼ vT

vu
; Pp1 ¼ vT

v _rp1
; Pp2 ¼ vT

v _rp2
ð17Þ

where Pp1 and Pp2 are momenta of moving mass particles with
respect to the body frame.

Then, we can express the momenta in the form of matrix2
64

P
П
Pp1

Pp2

3
75¼M

2
64

v
u

_rp1
_rp2

3
75 ð18Þ

where

Differentiating Eq. (18) with respect to time, then give2
664

_P
_П
_Pp1

_Pp2

3
775¼ _M

2
64

v
u

_rp1
_rp2

3
75þM

2
64

_v
_u
r€p1
r€p2

3
75 ð19Þ

where

Through Eqs. (18) and (19), it can be seen that P, П , P_ and
_П could be expressed by combining motion parameters (v, u,
_v, _u, _rp1, _rp2, etc) and mass parameters (MA, CA, JA, mrb, mp1,

mp2, etc). Then substituting expressions of P, П , P_and _П into
Eq. (12), the relationship between the motion and forces on the
glider in the body frame is established.

2.3. Viscous hydrodynamic forces

Referring to the hydrodynamic analysis of traditional
gliders, viscous hydrodynamic forces are usually computed by
combining hydrodynamic coefficients and kinematic veloc-
ities. This processing method is also adopted in this paper.
However, the disk type underwater glider has the omni-
maneuverability which is different form conventional under-
water vehicles. Viscous hydrodynamic calculation methods of
conventional underwater vehicles often became invalid when
the velocity component v in the body frame is too large. To
address this problem, a new coordinate frame named as “di-
rection coordinate frame” is introduced and the definition of
the direction coordinate frame o� ~x~yzis shown in Fig. 6.
Coordinate axis o�z coincides with that of body frame and
coordinate axis o� ~x points towards the direction of the pro-
jection of velocity vector in o�xy plane. The intersection
angle between coordinate axis o� ~x and o�x is defined as b,
so we can get

cosb¼ u
. ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

u2 þ v2
p

; sinb¼ v
. ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

u2 þ v2
p

ð20Þ
When u¼ 0 and v¼ 0, b is regarded as zero. Then a

rotation matrix RDB that maps the vector from the body frame
to the direction coordinate frame is defined as

RDB ¼
2
4 cb sb 0
�sb cb 0
0 0 1

3
5 ð21Þ

_M ¼

2
664

_mbI
mp1

b_rp1 þmp2
b_rp2 þ _mbbrb

0
0

�mp1brp1 �mp2brp2 � _mbbrb
�mp1

b_rp1brp1 �mp1brp1b_rp1 �mp2
b_rp2brp2 �mp2brp2b_rp2 � _mbbrbbrb

�mp1
b_rp1

�mp2
b_rp2

0
mp1

b_rp1
0
0

0
mp2

b_rp2
0
0

3
775

M ¼

2
664

MA þ
�
mrb þmp1 þmp2 þmb

�
I

CT
A þmrbbrrb þmp1brp1 þmp2brp2 þmbbrb

mp1I
mp2I

CA �mrbbrrb �mp1brp1 �mp2brp2 �mbbrb
JA þ Jrb �mp1brp1brp1 �mp2brp2brp2 �mbbrbbrb

�mp1brp1
�mp2brp2

mp1I
mp1brp1
mp1I
0

mp2I
mp2brp2

0
mp2I

3
775
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Fig. 8. Behavior of sawtooth motion in horizontal direction.
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Fig. 9. Behavior of sawtooth motion in vertical direction.
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So if ~v ¼ ð ~u ~v ~w ÞTand ~u ¼ ð ~p ~q ~r ÞT are expres-
sions of the linear and angular velocities with respect to the
direction coordinate frame, we can get

~v¼ RDBv; ~u¼ RDBu ð22Þ
Through the transformation above, the velocity component

~v in the direction coordinate frame would always be zero,
which means that the viscous hydrodynamic calculation
method of conventional underwater vehicle would be suitable.
Then in the direction coordinate frame, the viscous hydrody-

namic force FD ¼ ðFDX FDY FDZ ÞTand hydrodynamic

moment MD ¼ ðMDX MDY MDZ ÞTcan be expressed as

FDX ¼ 0:5rD2
�
X0
uu~u

2 þX0
ww ~w

2
�

FDY ¼ 0:5rD3Y 0
r~u~r

FDZ ¼ 0:5rD2Z 0
w~u~wþ 0:5rD3Z 0

q~u~q

MDX ¼ 0:5rD4K 0
p~u~pþ 0:5rD5K 0

pjpj~pj~pj
MDY ¼ 0:5rD3M0

w~u~wþ 0:5rD4M0
q~u~qþ 0:5rD5M0

qjqj~qj~qj
MDZ ¼ 0:5rD4N 0

r~u~rþ 0:5rD5N 0
rjrj~rj~rj

ð23Þ

where r is the fluid density, D is the external diameter of the
disk type underwater glider, X0

uu, X
0
ww, Y

0
r, Z

0
w, Z

0
q, K

0
p, K

0
pjpj,M

0
w,

M0
q, M0

qjqj and N 0
r are non-dimensional hydrodynamic co-

efficients, which can be calculated computational fluid dy-
namics or hydrodynamic testing techniques. As the shape of
the disk type glider is axisymmetric, non-dimensional hydro-
dynamic coefficients would not change with b and they can be
determined in the body frame.

The rotation matrix RDB also has the property like

R�1
DB ¼ RT

DB, so the viscous hydrodynamic force FB and hydro-
dynamic moment MB in the body frame can be expressed as

FB ¼ RT
DB FD;MB ¼ RT

DB MD ð24Þ

2.4. Solution of the dynamic model

Based on the derivation of kinematics, dynamics and hy-
drodynamics of the disk type underwater glider, the nonlinear
dynamic model for three-dimensional motion simulation is
established. Obviously, there are lots of variables and equa-
tions in the dynamic model of the disk type glider, so it is
necessary to analyze the solution process of the dynamic
model. As previously introduced, control inputs of the glider

system d€p1, d
€
p2, _mb and initials of control variables dp1, dp2,

_dp1, _dp2, mb are known before simulation. Define

Xvec ¼ ð b U v u ÞT as the state vector of the glider, so if

the state change rate _Xvec ¼
�
_b _U _v _u

�T
is calculated

with given initials and control inputs, the motion simulation of
the glider would be realized by adopting Runge-Kutta fourth-
order algorithm. The calculation process of the state change
rate is shown in Fig. 7 in general.

3. Motion simulation

In this section, typical motions of a disk type underwater
glider (sawtooth motion in horizontal direction, sawtooth mo-
tion in vertical direction and omni-directional motion) are
simulated based on the nonlinear dynamicmodel derived above.
The parameters of the disk type underwater glider we have
designed are listed in Table 1, which includes geometric pa-
rameters, physical parameters and hydrodynamic coefficients.
As the shape of the glider in this paper is consistent with the disk
type underwater glider in Nakamura et al. (2007), the non-
dimensional hydrodynamic coefficients of the glider in this
paper are referred to the hydrodynamic coefficients in
Nakamura et al. (2007), which were determined by model tests.

The environment in the deep sea is similar to the ideal still
water environment, and the motion simulation of underwater
gliders in the still water is the basis of the motion analysis of
underwater gliders in the real ocean environment. Therefore, the
motion simulation in the ideal still water environment has
attracted many researches (Wang and Wang, 2009; Wang et al.,
2011; Fan and Woolsey, 2013). Given initial conditions and the
control quantity, the three-dimensional motion of the disk type
glider in the still water environment could be realized.

3.1. Sawtooth motion in horizontal direction

The sawtooth motion in horizontal direction is the principal
working pattern for conventional gliders. Set the motion initial
conditions {xB, hB, zB, 4, q, j, u, v, w, p, q, r} as{0 m, 0 m,
0 m,0 rad, 0 rad, 0 rad, 0 m/s, 0 m/s, 0 m/s, 0 rad/s, 0 rad/s,

0 rad/s}and set the control initial conditions {dp1, dp2, _dp1, _dp2,
mb}as {1.57 rad, �1.57 rad, 0 rad/s, 0 rad/s, 0 kg}. By
adjusting the positions of two blocks and the mass of the
buoyancy adjustment system in Eqs. (25)e(27), the sawtooth
motion in horizontal direction is simulated.

As shown in Fig. 8, the disk type underwater glider also can
accomplish the sawtooth motion in horizontal direction like
conventional gliders. Under the current control inputs, the
pitch angle q of the glider is about ± 34�, the velocity
component u is about 0.285 m/s and the glider advanced about
300 m in horizontal direction during the 1400 s.

_mb ¼

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

0:008t 0< t � 5
0:04� 0:008ðt� 5Þ 5< t � 10

0
ð � 1Þi � 0:016� ðt� 200iÞ

ð � 1Þi � ½0:08� 0:016� ðt� 200i� 5Þ�
0

10< t � 200
200i< t � 200iþ 5; i¼ 1;2;3…

200iþ 5< t � 200iþ 10; i¼ 1;2;3…
200iþ 10< t � 200iþ 200; i¼ 1;2;3…

ð25Þ
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d€p2 ¼�d€p1 ð27Þ

3.2. Sawtooth motion in vertical direction

The sawtooth motion in vertical direction is a special
motion pattern for the disk type underwater gliders. Set the
motion initial conditions {xB, hB, zB, 4, q, j, u, v, w, p, q, r}
as{0 m, 0 m, 0 m, 0 rad, 0 rad, 0 rad, 0 m/s, 0 m/s, 0 m/s,
0 rad/s, 0 rad/s, 0 rad/s} and set the control initial conditions

{dp1, dp2, _dp1, _dp2, mb}as {1.57 rad, �1.57 rad, 0 rad/s,

0 rad/s, 0 kg}. By adjusting the positions of two blocks as
Eqs. (26) and (27) and adjusting the mass of the buoyancy
adjustment system as Eq. (28), the sawtooth motion in ver-
tical direction is simulated.

_mb ¼¼
8<
:

0:008t 0< t � 5
0:04� 0:008ðt� 5Þ 5< t � 10

0 10< t
ð28Þ

As shown in Fig. 9, the sawtooth motion in vertical direc-
tion would realize the detection of a fixed water area at
different depth. Under the current control inputs, the pitch
angle q of the glider is about± 34�, the velocity component u
is about ± 0.285 m/s and the glider advanced about 200 m in
vertical direction during the 1400s.

3.3. Omni-directional motion for virtual mooring

As the disturbance of ocean currents, the position of the
glider may beyond the region of virtual mooring and the glider
should return to its mooring region during its next gliding. For
conventional gilders, they usually adopt turning actions to
change the gliding direction which usually required a large
space and a long time. However, the disk type underwater
glider could change the gliding direction without rotation of
the glider and this motion characteristic makes them suitable

for virtual mooring. Set the motion initial conditions {xB, hB,
zB, 4, q, j, u, v, w, p, q, r} as{0 m, 0 m, 0 m, 0 rad, 0 rad,
0 rad, 0 m/s, 0 m/s, 0 m/s, 0 rad/s, 0 rad/s, 0 rad/s} and the

control initial conditions {dp1, dp2, _dp1, _dp2, mb} of different

gliding lines are shown in Table 2. By adjusting the buoyancy
adjustment system as Eq. (28), omni-directional motion for
virtual mooring is simulated. As shown in Fig. 10, under
different control inputs, the disk type glider can glide in
different directions without the rotation of the body. Taking
Line 1 as an example, the linear velocity and angular velocity
become steady at about 60s as shown in Fig. 11.

The motion simulation of given initial conditions in Table 2
is used to demonstrate the ability of a disk type underwater
glider to glide in any direction around the body. In practical
applications, positions of two movable blocks should be
determined by the movement direction and the incline angle of
the glider, as shown in Fig. 3.

4. Conclusions

This paper concentrates on nonlinear dynamics modeling
and motion simulation of the disk type underwater glider.
Through the analysis of kinematics, dynamics and hydro-
dynamics of the disk type underwater glider, a reasonable

d€p1 ¼

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

�0:002t 0< t � 5
�0:01þ 0:002ðt� 5Þ 5< t � 15
0:01� 0:002ðt� 15Þ

0

ð � 1Þiþ1 � 0:004� ðt� 200iÞ
ð � 1Þiþ1 � ½0:02� 0:004� ðt� 200i� 5Þ�

ð � 1Þiþ1 � ½� 0:02þ 0:004� ðt� 200i� 15Þ�
0

15< t � 20
20< t � 200

200i< t � 200iþ 5; i¼ 1;2;3…
200iþ 5< t<200iþ 15; i¼ 1;2;3…
200iþ 15< t � 200iþ 20; i¼ 1;2;3…
200iþ 20< t � 200iþ 200; i¼ 1;2;3…

ð26Þ

Table 2

Control initial conditions.

dp1 (rad) dp2 (rad) _dp1 (rad/s) _dp2 (rad/s) mb (kg)

Line 1 0.18 4.02 0 0 0.20

Line 2 2.26 6.10 0 0 0.20

Line 3 3.32 0.87 0 0 0.20

Line 4 5.41 2.96 0 0 0.20 Fig. 10. Trajectories in the three-dimensional space.
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dynamic model that considers the effect of internal masses
movement and the omni-maneuverability is derived. Based
on the dynamic model, typical motions of the disk type un-
derwater glider are simulated and it is find that the disk type
underwater glider can not only complete the horizontal
sawtooth motion of conventional underwater gliders, but also
perform some special actions, such as sawtooth motion in
vertical direction and omni-directional motion for virtual
mooring. The simulation results show that the dynamic
model is feasible and the disk type glider has good
maneuverability.

The prototype of a disk type underwater glider would be
developed in the future. And experiments of the glider in the
laboratory (Zhang et al., 2014) and the field (Wang et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2016; Jiao et al., 2016) would be carried
out. Through comparing the theoretical and experimental
values of the motion response, the theoretical method in this
paper would be further validated.
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